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This book is an instant turn-on to good, nourishing food.—Rebecca Katz is a culinary genius
who is also profoundly specialized in providing great, healthy food for those who have cancer.
Evaluations“ Revised and updated with 10 new quality recipes, this second edition provides
caretakers with a tangible method to nurture family members through easy-to-digest meals that
offer maximum flavor while boosting the disease fighting capability. Her meals receive the
highest praise. ——Michael Lerner, cofounder of the Commonweal Cancer tumor Help Program
and writer of Choices in Healing“””—Mary Beth Regan, Baltimore Sun “A cookbook for tumor
patients with an increase of than 85 recipes, featuring full dietary analysis and anecdotes from
cancer tumor survivors.”Chef Rebecca Katz shares delicious, nourishing dishes for cancer
individuals, who often experience culinary ups and downs due to sudden dietary restrictions
and poor appetite due to damaged tastebuds from harsh treatments. Talk about
Guidebook“Fare that sets delicious back to health meals.A gem.”Sweat magazine
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Super Yummy recipes! Which means we've searched 5 grocery stores and can't find many of the
ingredients, not even shallots, so many of the ingredients just weren't available to us. I must also
admit that I'm 60 yrs old and only own 2 other cookbooks; so I was greatly puzzled by
directions such as "the aroma will tell you when it's ready" (Yukon Gold Potato Leek Soup" and
"simmer before full richness of the vegetables could be tasted" (Magic Mineral Broth - still don't
understand throwing out the ingredients you've simply spent hours simmering)After much online
purchasing of whatever ingredients I could find online and then simmering, baking, and
pureeing for hours my mom's response was to ask easily could add some meat to the soup, so I
added some sausage and she was notably happier. As I write thus the aroma of Magic
Mineral Broth is via my kitchen. But if your "patient" is more of a red meat eater you may have
problems.This book can be an incredible, amazing and INVALUABLE resource for Cancer
Patients, their own families and their caregivers.Another recommendation is always to cross
index in both directions. Five Stars Great book for tumor fighting 1 bite at the same time. Same
for various other base dishes such as pesto. Delicious, balanced diet anyone can easily make I
purchased this cookbook because my brother was going through chemo and I wanted to
know what I could cook for him that he would enjoy. great food. (at least not often observed
in Wyoming, lol!. for everybody! Malignancy FIGHTING FOODS - INCREDIBLE! As a cancer
individual going right through Chemotherapy, I wanted to know what I possibly could do to
greatly help boost my disease fighting capability and to make an effort to keep myself as
"healthy" as possible after and during treatment to help support what the meds and doctors
have been doing. Initially I didn't get very much response from my oncologist and it happened
that the Nutritionist was on keep at the Lombardi Malignancy Middle, where I am an individual..
Appealing quality recipes but complicated multi-step prep recipes..Then a friend told me
concerning this author, Rebecca Katz, and a reserve called The Tumor Fighting Kitchen...... The
quality recipes seem to be more like each day foods than fancier fare.. I'd recommend this
reserve for anybody who's cooked a thing that proved bland and didn't know what to do
about it in addition to anyone who's cooking for someone who is having a hard time getting
enough food (due to illness, chemo, etc. and since then my entire life as a Tumor Individual has
been radically transformed and has IMPROVED! This also tilts towards an Asian flavor profile,
which mom didn't appreciate...I can't say enough good concerning this book (and its
predecessor volume) and about what this chef/nutritionist/author has done to help cancer
patients and their caregivers... The introductory chapters are essential reading plus they help
the patient and the food preparers understand the issues that are very important to the
patient - from dietary intake, to problems of flavor, consistency, dealing with lack of appetite,
nausea, mouth area sores and other things.. There's lots of guidelines included about how
exactly to adapt quality recipes and what the principles behind the delicious taste
combinations are.The writer is a chef who includes a master's in Nutrition and who works
together with a few of the country's top oncologists in addition to with cancer patients to
design customized nutritional diet programs for them. So she comes as of this issue from
different angles, and something of the most wonderful reasons for having that is that the quality
recipes are easy --- healthy ---- and delicious.. therefore i looked it through to Amazon, and
discovered that she offers a follow up book as well. That is a great cookbook for anyone, not
simply people going through cancer. Individuals who aren't fighting cancers will also enjoy
eating the foods which are in this reserve, and that is the most wonderful area of the entire
factor, because cancer patients will not skip the gathering and sharing of foods in company of
family and friends... eating is no longer a solitary, tasteless and miserable experience - it is



something to anticipate and play with. both books are, really.When you have cancer or if you
are related to or know someone with malignancy... Rebecca Katz has expanded our
"tastebuds boundaries " with her amazing recipes... ! Good for anyone These recipes are
actually really tasty! I acquired the book to create food for a pal with cancer, didn't expect
to use it for cooking food for my very own family, but I'll. Not very ... buttery shortbread crust
without using any butter. I also enjoy the discussions of producing healthy foods where
"healthy" is not a code phrase for "lower calorie" or "low fat." While I really do such as this
cookbook While I must say i do such as this cookbook, it has some pretty fancy dishes with
some interesting, seldom seen ingredients. The recipes are gourmet-level delectable, healthful,
easy to cook, and look beautiful.) While I am going through chemo, I will probably not find
myself making many of these dishes, but once I am feeling better, I'll dig in. I believe if you are
not quite Iron Chef, the other book "Malignancy Fighting Kitchen" could be a better choice. I
purchased both. Both are wonderful! Appealing quality recipes but complicated multi-stage
prep recipes. The conversation on FASS (excess fat, acid, salt, lovely) was an excellent reminder
for me and I think will be revelatory for anyone who hasn't heard it before..), in addition to
anyone who wants to know steps to make a bizarrely delicious &. Not so practical for through
the week! Not a beginners' cookbook because of this healthier lifestyle. Great recipes!I do
appreciate that forced me to try other new recipes I found online to use up the unusual
ingredients We had to stock. GET THIS BOOK. As a breast malignancy survivor who loves great
food, wants to eat healthful, and not get as well bogged down in complicated recipes, I
recommend her cookbooks. To your health!! Four Stars nice book Great for Cancer Patients
Great publication for Cancer Patients Delish!Interesting, but time consuming We live rural. Five
Stars Great recipes! The Yukon Potato Leek Soup did refer to the Mineral Broth recipe because
the foundation BUT it could have helped to possess listed under the Mineral Broth the other
recipes which used that as a base. The recipes in it were therefore delicious and flavorful that I
immediately bought another cookbook for me personally to cook from at home. easy to make
quality recipes during chemotherapy treatments 3x cancer survivor. Recommend. Excellent
resource Bought for my sister who is undergoing chemo. She has made several recipes and is
very pleased with them. Lots of good information in the book. Recommend So encouragning,
great meals. Tasty, an easy task to make dishes during chemotherapy treatments.
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